Role

RPA Developer

Practice

RPA UI Path & Blue Prism

Years of

1-3 years of Total IT Experience

Experience
Technical

Ideal candidates would possess 1+ years of experience in RPA-UiPath. The

Skills

job requires technical expertise in developing the Bots, design, development
and to deploy the Bots from development to production environment using
the Ui Path Orchestrator.
Mandatory:
▪

Expert knowledge & Advanced Level Certification in UiPath RPA Tool.

▪

End-to-end implementations done for at least 2 complete projects
development cycle by using C#.Net functionalities wisely.

▪

Prior work experience in handling the real time project(s) using C# .Net
language is much appreciable

▪

Exposure to a wide variety of RPA technology problems using UiPath and
their solutions, Code reviews, Troubleshooting & Testing

▪

Strong experience in using UiPath studio.

▪

Expertise in development of Attended & Unattended Robots using
Orchestrator and to deploy in VPN’s/Azure cloud in the client’s location

▪

Prior work experience on Excel Macros, VBA is desirable

▪

Excellent individual performer and team player.

▪

Strong conceptual and analytical skills with demonstrated outside-thebox problem solving skills

Nice to have:
➢

Experience on Microsoft Azure or any other Cloud platform.

➢

Exposure to other RPA tools like Blue Prism, Automation Anywhere would
be an added advantage.

➢

Experience in using Cognitive services like OCR, Vision API, NLP etc.

➢

Knowledge on WCF, Rest API, OData and PL/SQL

Responsibilities:
✓

Ability to Design, Plan and make team understand the technical nuances.

✓

Innovative in learning latest technologies and able to create prototypes.

✓

Ability to create the Ad-Hoc POC’s as per the clients ask

✓

Ability to guide team on standards and estimation.

✓

Good team player and if required support by developing, training etc.

✓

Ability to adopt new technologies.

Opportunity

Acuvate AI & Automation Practice provides high-tech, futuristic, smart and

for Candidate

advanced solution to customers world-wide. Many of the top Fortune 500

companies are using Acuvate BotCore (www.botcore.ai) and other solutions
for their AI, Bot and RPA needs.
You will be responsible for leading delivery and research teams in these new
age technologies. You will have great opportunities to learn building bots,
use Cognitive APIs like Speech, Vision etc., make Azure your playground and
deliver cutting edge innovative solutions to clients across the globe.
Would you like to play a part in shaping of the future of enterprises using
A.I.? Come and join our team at Hyderabad.

